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Measure/Analysis

The Issue
Inner city patients are a medically and socially
complex population at increased risk of high
rates of emergency department (ED) use, but:
• Traditionally underserved in the hospital
setting1
• Experience poor linkage back to primary
care1
• Multiple population-specific barriers to
continuity2
• Existing best practices for hospitalcommunity continuity do not account for
these barriers3
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This collaborative quality improvement project
aims to optimize hospital-community continuity
for inner city patients presenting at RAH acute
care, via identification of key ARCH-BMHC health
care team processes that facilitate inner city
continuity of care, and refining processes for
shared ARCH-BMHC patients in alignment with
identified best practice.

• However, teams have observed that some
Patient Perspective
of their shared patients have more hospitalThrough
ongoing
consultations
with
patient
community continuity than others.
advocates, the patient perspective is being
integrated throughout the quality improvement
process, including identification of processes
appropriate for data abstraction, the adoption
Methods
and refinement of patient-centered processes,
Shared Patients
and interpretation and dissemination of findings.
High Continuity

No validated indicators exist to capture continuity
during hospital-community transition period. The
clinician and patient members of our QI team
agreed upon two relevant measures in the
absence of available validated indicators.
Primary continuity outcome:
• Time to completed appointment at the BMHC
after a hospital admission, where <3 months =
high continuity
Secondary continuity outcome:
• Time to ANY CONTACT with the BMHC after a
hospital admission (via phone, outreach
worker, etc.), where <30 days = high continuity
De-identified data will be exported from REDCap.
Initial data analysis will consist of descriptive
statistics, after which appropriate inferential
statistical tests will analyze differences in
participant continuity. Qualitative thematic
analysis will be used for open ended data
abstraction and complement quantitative analysis.

Progress to Date
• 53 ARCH patients have provided consent to
confirm their attachment to the BMHC
• 20 limited chart reviews completed (hospital to
primary care timeline) with 65% of patients
having high continuity
We anticipate that data will point to existing
BMHC-ARCH processes that enable inner city
continuity:
• Regular case conferencing
• Shared EMR access
• Facilitated attachment (navigation and
transportation supports)
• Standardized communication processes

Low Continuity

BMHC EMR review
Abstraction using REDCap online data
management platform

Learnings
Identify barriers/facilitators
ARCH PDSA

BMHC PDSA

Report back/Knowledge Translation
Both ARCH and BMHC teams will trial Plan-DoStudy-Act (PDSA) cycles implementing
identified innovative and high impact quality
process improvements.

Chart-documented team processes that facilitate
or hinder continuity will be shared with the
primary care community. Learnings can inform
innovative health care team process interventions,
continuity of care best practices for marginalized
populations, and policy development to better
bridge the inner city patient journey between
hospital and primary care.
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